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Anotace: The worksheet can be used when introducing or reviewing
information about the settlement of America and the first colonies.
Students are asked to match statements with the correct colony –
Jamestown or Plymouth.
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Decide if the following information describes the Jamestown Colony
or the Plymouth Colony:
1. Some settlers arrived in a ship called the Discovery.
2. The settlers were escaping Europe looking for religious freedom.
3. The chief reasons for the settlement were economic. Creating
and expanding trade and finding gold, silver or other resources
was important.
4. The legend of Thanksgiving Day happened here.
5. Most of the settlers belonged to the Anglican Church.
6. Hunger, disease, and environmental hazards were early problems
for these settlers.
7. Poor Indian relations were a constant problem for the settlers in
this colony.
8. A cold climate and poor, rocky soil added to the difficulties
these settlers faced.
9. The legend of Pocahontas happened here.
10.
The absence of their families caused unexpected problems
here.

Jamestown
- arrived

on ships named the
Susan Constant, Godspeed, and
Discovery
- had a warm climate and rich,
fertile soil
- was settled for economic
reasons
- wanted to expand trade and
find gold and silver
- Poor Indian relations, disease,
and the initial absence of the
family unit were early problems
- were Anglicans
- the legend of Pocahontas
happened here

Plymouth
- arrived on a ship named the
Mayflower
- had a cold climate and poor,
rocky soil
- was settled chiefly for
religious reasons
- were seeking freedom from
religious persecution
- hunger, disease, and
environmental hazards were
early problems
- were Puritans or
Congregationalists
- the legend of Thanksgiving
happened here
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